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The thesis starts from the historic event（Sino-Japanese War） in 1895 when Japan 
occupied Taiwan and then became Fujian as Japanese orbit. It’s“ Southward Policy” 
had been carried out by which Japan started to expand its economic forces in Asia, the 
result of which led to change of the foreign trade in Fujian province in ht world 
economic structure. Bases on the world system theory and regional economic networks 
theory, taking statistics and compare history as the analysis method, the thesis studies 
the history of Fujian province foreign trade development (1895-1937) and analyzes the 
forming reasons , discusses the transfer of the foreign productive structure and that of 
the market structure. The thesis aims to reconstruct the historical feature and sketch the 
image as well as analyze the  world system influence on it by observing the specific 
changes in the foreign trade, besides which, the thesis also focus on how and what 
extent the foreign trade was influenced and determined  by the traditional regional 
economic networks . 
Ascending to Fujian foreign trade history before Sino-Japanese War in 1895 and 
summarizing  its developing feature and trend, the thesis analyzes Fujian foreign 
trade’s  four important periods during its development (1895-1937), which shows as 
1895-1913, 1914-1918, 1919-1931, 1932-1937. From the analysis of the development 
and its influential factors， the thesis explores in detail the changes of  Fujian foreign 
trade merchandise structure and points out the product circulates in the world trade 
system center(Britain , U.S)--- semi periphery (Japan and other areas)---- periphery area 
(Fujian).The fact shows that the product circulation is not only the exchange between 
mechanic products and raw materials, but also represents the periphery character of 
commodity economy. Far from which the thesis provides the observation on the 
historical transfer of the Fujian foreign trade, by which it points out that Fujian trade 
market began to turn its head from Britain and  U.S to Asia Japan and Taiwan, and 
forms its economical pattern in South-east Asia where it took Singapore as its head. 
It fully shows that the development of Fujian foreign trade is not only influenced 
by the world system structure and periodicity development that led to the international 














function of the local area which come from the local overseas economy development 
area and the unique  emigrant tide moving southeastward  by the historical situation. 
By the double function, the thesis draws a conclusion of the Fujian foreign trade trend , 
status and historical feature ,and then points out that under the economic globalization, 
the construction of the regional economic  network based on the social network 
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